COMPLETED WORK

INTRODUCTION
Marlies Boterman is a London-Amsterdam based architect. She has
worked with architectural offices such as OMA, Inside Outside and
SevilPeach and in 2012 founded her own practice.
As an architect and furniture maker Marlies aspires to creating
bespoke designs for cultural and international projects ranging
from objects to buildings, such as furniture, sculpture, private
houses, pavilions, lobbies, corporate headquarters, hospitals and
courthouses.
A recurring theme in her design approach is for each project to
gain a site-specific context, often by exploring the spatial, historical
and geological layers. The aesthetics of her designs reflect these
concepts by creating environments that gradually reveal themselves
and engage the visitor.
At the core of her process is an attention to detail and an appreciation
of craftsmanship. By exploring sustainable and local materials
she aims to include the richness of the earth and the value of raw
materials in modern architecture.
Marlies lectures internationally about her work and is heading a
pre-master education program at the Academy of Architecture in
Amsterdam. Additionally she has taught at architecture academies in
Arnhem, Rotterdam, Tilburg, TU-Delft and The Cass, London.
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FITNESS CENTRE RIVM

CHAPEL DE ZANDE

Bilthoven, The Netherlands

Ruiselede, Belgium

text Machteld Kors, translation: Willem Boterman,
photos Joachim Baan
The National Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM) is a
closed campus tucked away in the woods of Bilthoven. The campus
is dominated by gloomy office blocks and concrete laboratories. It
was planned that the Cohen-building (1986) should host the new
gym for employees, which nowadays has become a standard part of
Dutch terms of employment in order to keep workers fit and healthy.
The available space, which was in use as standard offices in a
spacious yet dark office landscape, was stripped completely. The
closed front panels were replaced with glass. In the part of the space
with a double high ceiling a volume is placed that is floating in the air,
which accommodates the dressing rooms. The wooden benches on
either side are carefully positioned in line with the size and pattern of
the tiles. The same applies to the shower drain and the mirror.
The lockers, made in perforated-steel, are placed against the outer
glass wall, enabling backlight to conceal the partially visible contents
of the lockers. The wash-hand basins are, as well as the framework
and the number plates of the lockers, made in sandblasted stainless
steel.
As a project architect of the Government Buildings Agency Marlies
Boterman has turned different levels of transparency, reflection,
and concealment into important themes in her design. Supplies as
installations, lightning, and also mirrors have been wholly integrated
behind a layer of perforated white panels, which cover the ceiling and
the walls too. This white ‘veil’ differs subtly between surfaces and
together with the white and shiny cast-floor brings about a serenity,
which enables the sportsman to concentrate and perform optimally.
The employees can look outside through the veil, while it is hardly
possible to be watched from the other side, thereby guaranteeing
privacy to the sportsmen. Confrontational mirrors are placed carefully.
Through the partition-wall with its golden trophy box, passers-by can
only catch a glimpse of exercising colleagues. Due to the mirroring
effect of the shining golden studs they mainly see their own reflection.
It is a glamorous eye-catching element in the design.
On the golden studs silhouettes are punched that resemble sports
trophies. From a distance these golden studs together constitute on
a bigger scale again shapes of sports cups and ribbons. The idea of
this trophy box was by Joachim Baan.
The integral approach and the precise and consequent detailing
together with the glamorous use of materials make this design a
powerful statement that speaks out for an attractive space.

PROJECT COMPANY WEBCAST
Kapelle aan de Ijssel, The Netherlands
photo’s: Jeroen Musch
The industrial chararcter of the workspace of Company Webcast,
with a clear height of 4.9 meters and large windows are marvellous
and a starting point for the new design. The enormous amount of
light and air has an impact on you. The new plan had to integrate
the existing volume in the center of the floorplan, with acces to the
level up, now covered by the new curtain. The main intervention is
about walls. With these walls new spaces are created. The functional
space, such as offices and a studio. But even more interesting is
the left over space. This floats from open spaces with direct view to
the outside world, to more intimate spaces, with focus on the inside.
At the same time it becomes wider or more narrow when you enter
a new zone or function. Day light and fresh air are always present,
because all office walls are 2.45 metres high. The soft curved walls
welcome you in. The curtain is a repetition of these curves, but
almost full height and made of soft moving linen textile. The company
has a need for seperate workrooms to create different departments.
To create enjoyable acoustics, all walls inbetween the offices are
covered with insulation sheets, with felt on top. The work area is
seperated from the ‘fun’ zone, by a full 4.9m height wall, executed
in underlayment. This wall is an acoustic barrier, but also a climbing
wall and a ‘wall of fame where customers can leave a ticket and so
see who has previously used the studio. Most furniture elements are
made of ecoplex wood, and are specially designed for this project.
The lighting fixture next to the entrance I made myself, to cellebrate
the pleasant collaboration with the client. The lamp is made out of
left over materials from the project, like different colours of felt and
galvanised steel.

The site of the Communal Institution for Child Projection De Zande
at the outskirts of Ruiselede in Belgium houses a protected chapel.
The chapel goes back to 1856 and till 1974 it had a religious function.
Since then it has served mainly as a storage.
The assignment was to convert the chapel into a school building
comprising seven classrooms for lessons into general education. The
conversion of the interior had to take into account the experience of
the monumental space. This demand confronted us with a dilemma
that we made into the core of our design. We fragmented the whole
space of the nave and a part of the aisles by means of dividing walls
of the same height as the space. The openings in the dividing walls
provide for incidence of light and offer a view of the old structure.For
this we developed two devices:
1) daylight: depending on the time of the year with its longest and
shortest day, June 21 and December 22, the sun enters the spaces
via the round windows.
2) perspectives: from a couple of spots in the corrirdor perspectives
are projected which make it possible to discern the full size and some
old details of the building.
The result of these rational interventions is an Emmental cheese
structure, that now and then is intelligible, but often mysterious,
irrational and ambiguous. With this radical conversion we add
something to the building that, also with regard to the materialisation,
clearly distinguishes itself from the existing structure. But everything
we have installed is reversible and temporary.

COURTHOUSE ZWOLLE
Zwolle, The Netherlands I photos: Hélène Binnet
The existing courthouse in the city of Zwolle designed by architect
Kruger dates from 1964. Our design comprises a new court building
and the renovation of the old one. In contrast with the closed and
introverted features of the Kruger building, the new building is
transparent and accessible, with its public spaces directed to the
surroundings. Its form is determined by the existing urban fabric,
directions and boundaries, as well as by the heights and positions
of the trees. In this way an urban coherence and new views are
created. The new building consists of four programmatic layers. The
first one contains an underground parking of two floors. The second
layer is the ground floor with the entrance zone and facilities like
storage, archive, prison cells, interrogation rooms and rooms for
technical facilities. The old building’s entrance zone is connected
here to the new visitors entrance. The third layer consists of a two
floors layer with a corridor (public waiting room), courtrooms, council
chambers and a library. The upper layer consists of three floors with
office rooms. In line with its function each layer has its own type of
construction, installation and materialisation. I was responsible for
the design of the public areas and library.

DE ROTTERDAM
Rotterdam, The Netherlands I photos: Iwan Baan
De Rotterdam is conceived as a vertical city: three interconnected
mixed-use towers accommodating offices, apartments, a hotel,
conference facilities, gym, shops, restaurants, and cafes. The three
towers reach 150m high, with a gross floor area of approximately
160,000m2, making De Rotterdam the largest building in the
Netherlands. I designed all groundfloor desks and mailboxes.

HEADQUARTER KVADRAT
Ebeltoft, Denmark I photo’s: Gilbert McCarragher
The overall ambition behind the project was to unlock the
spirit of Kvadrat and translate this into the transformation of
their Headquarters. Our transformation embraced and further
strengthened the existing architecture. Kvadrat products have been
carefully integrated throughout the headquarters as part of a working
case study. Soft Cells panels, rugs, relaxed seating areas: all serve
to create functional, flexible, varied working spaces. High curtains
are used as flexible boundaries for meeting rooms, as temporary
dividers for acoustics or to soften large open spaces. Loose families
of colours and textures delineate five zones within the site, all linked
by the Dinesen clad ‘street’. A unifying family of light fittings is used
throughout.
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FITNESS CENTRE RIVM
Bilthoven , The Netherlands
Client: Central Goverment Real Estate Agency and RIVM
Project architect: Marlies Boterman, RGD
Project team: Aad van Berkel, Elmer Gouw, Maarten Meester,
Diedrick de Vilder, Winfried van Zeeland
Graphic designer: Joachim Baan, Another Company
Construction engineer: Han Eckhardt, RGD
Area: 295 m2
Start design: October 2005
Start building: July 2006
Finished: February 2007
Nominated for Lensvelt interior price 2007
PROJECT COMPANY WEBCAST
Kapelle aan de Ijssel, The Netherlands
Client: Olaf Lawerman, Company Webcast,
Architect: Marlies Boterman
Building surface:1094 m2,
Buget: 150.000 euro (incl techniques and furniture)
Building contractor: Coors interieurbouw
Electrics: Jeroen Klein
Acoustic advisor: Robin van der Hoeven
Start design: August 2013,
Start building: November 2013,
Finished: March 2014
CHAPEL DE ZANDE
Ruiselede, Belgium
Client: Vlaams Bouwmeester / Gemeenschapsinstellingen
Architect: Hootsmans Architectuurbureau
Projectarchitect: Marlies Boterman
Projectteam: Stefan Kentie, Donna van Milligen Bielke
Building regulations / local architect: Bureau Bouwtechniek
Construction engineer: ABT Belgie
Technics: Bureau Bouwtechniek
Building surface: 1500 m2
Start design: 2008
Start building: 2012
Finished: 2013
COURTHOUSE ZWOLLE
Zwolle, The Netherlands
Client: Central Goverment Real Estate Agency
Architect: Hootsmans Architectuurbureau
Projectteam: Maarten van der Hulst, Eric van Noord, Remco Bruggink,
Marlies Boterman, Daan Petri, Monique Smit, Donna van Milligen Bielke,
Stefan Kentie, Andreas Bogenschutz, Jonathan Hibma, Erwin Zomers, Johan van
Sprundel, Lea Wiederholt,
Construction engineer: Arcadis
Advisors: van Heugten en Peutz
Constructor: Dura Vermeer
Building surface: 16.420m² nieuwbouw en 11.725 m² renovatie
Start design: 2004
Start construction: 2010
Finished: 2016
DE ROTTERDAM
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Client De Rotterdam CV, The Hague (Joint venture MAB, The Hague / OVG, Rotterdam)
Partner: Ellen van Loon
Associate / project architect: Kees van Casteren
Team 2011- interiors: Marlies Boterman
With: Nathalie Gozdziak, Mengxi Wu, Tom Shadbolt, Sai Shu, Boris Tikvarski
Program: total 160,000m2: offices 72,000m2; 240 apartments 35,000m2; hotel (285
rooms) /congress / restaurant 19,000m2; retail / public program 6,000m2; fitness
2,000m2; parking (approx. 650 vehicles) 25,000m2; central lobby 700m2; loading 300m2
Start design: 1997
Finished: 2013

PROJECT INFORMATION

HEADQUARTER KVADRAT
Ebeltoft, Denmark
Client: Kvadrat
Architecture & Design: Sevil Peach
Team: Sevil Peach, Gary Turnbull, Craig Welch, Marlies Boterman, Mark Reimer,
Alex Sutten, Maud Tisserant, Carla Roucneanu, Bryony Philips
Program: office, meeting rooms, showroom, dining, library
Area: 4000 m2
Start design: 2015
Finished: 2018
Best Interior Design Award Dezeeen 2019

SUSTAINABILITY

INTRODUCTION
The global pollution that has contributed to climate change is a result
of the choices we make in our daily lives. It is almost impossible to
live a modern life style without playing a part in this. Many people
would like a change, but it is often difficult to find an alternative.
As a young child I was already aware of nature and pollution. My
ambition at high-school was to study environmental politics. Back then
a study like that only didn’t exist. Instead I started with Architecture
at the TU-Delft. I discovered my design skills and my main interest
shifted from sustainability to design. Although in my third year I started
a Master Course at Leiden University in Environmental Science. With
only 13 students, the course didn’t have the dynamics and type of
lessons I was hoping for.
Now after working in Architecture for many years, for many different
clients and firms, I strongly feel I would like to try to combine these
two interests. To create with sustainable materials and a complete
sustainable mindset.
In the pre-master program at the Amsterdam Academy of Architecture,
I incorporate this interest as much as possible by inviting teachers and
companies with specialist knowledge. An example is the research
pavilion ‘building with nature’ together with BC-Materials and the TUDelft with the Materials & Environment Research Group.
With the selection of projects in this chapter I would like to share my
interest and expertise in sustainable design so far.
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BUILDING WITH NATURE
Earth blocks and self-healing concrete
Marineterrein Amsterdam, The Netherlands
At the Academy of Architecture we stimulate students to embracing
sustainable design and incorporating natural raw materials. We
invited Bregt Hoppenbrouwers from BC-Materials, Brussels to teach
our students of the pre-master group (Minor Architectuur) about
building with a local resource: Earth. In three workshops over six
days the students were taught to recognise the properties of clay,
silt, sand and gravel and how to utilise these when combined with
water, straw and hemp. The results will be displayed outside in the
public realm.
With the block work structure of block size 15x15x15cm, we are
aiming to showcase the richness of the earth and the value of local
raw materials.
The base of the object consists of two layers of bacteria-based
self-healing concrete blocks that prevent groundwater rises up into
the earth blocks. This concrete is an innovative invention by Henk
Jonkers, Materials & Environment Research Group, TU-Delft.
This research-based object is part of an exhibition of sustainable
experiments from Living Labs- AMS Institute and aims to reveal and
inspire people that pass by the Marine Area.

LIGHTING FIXTURE
Kapelle aan de Ijssel, The Netherlands
This eye-catching lamp in the entrance area of Company Webcast is
designed and made by me. I used left over materials of the project
that otherwise would be thrown away; four colours of wool felt,
galvanised steel and Perspex. Different techniques are used, like 2d
laser and die cutting. It consists of 72 transparent fishing lines, with
the 342 circular elements attached. These elements are assembled
with different materials and combinations. Together they form a largescale circular 3d object, with a light element in its centre. These 342
elements will move already with a little air change, and therefore
they constantly change position almost like a living creature. The
reflective polished stainless steel ceiling element will reflect light and
movement.

FRAMEWORK
Haggerston Bridge, London, UK
With this submission for the antipavilion 2019 I enhanced the
qualities of the existing brick walls. The location of columbia and
brunswick wharf is surrounded by buildings, bridges and walls made
from traditional brickwork.
My ambition is to introduce new layers of brickwork by separating the
grout from the brick and by exposing it in a different material.
This proposal is therefore hyper location specific.
Sustainable design decisions were made naturally:
•
We use bio based material
•
We use all material to its full extend in standard available
dimensions, without creating waste
•
To assemble the structure without glue, everything can be
recycled
•
To integrate modern techniques (cnc milling)

FRAMED BY NATURE
Bethnal Green Gardens, London, UK
This pavilion provokes to experience. In the way daylight will change
constantly, and how this gives reflections and shadows. By the sound
of the wind, the leaves and birds.
The design of the pavilion is fully dictated by its context. Six trees
that surround the location define both the position of the heart of
the pavilion as the main views. Every tree is visually connected
with a straight axis to the opposite tree. The different entrances are
determent by the position of the different trees and their specific
heights. These ingredient define the length of the entrances, as well
as the ceiling shape.
The widest and most obvious entrance is simultaneously the entrance
for the wind. Rain, moon, stars, sun and sky will enter through the
only vertical entrance, the circular opening in the roof.

CITY VILLA ROTTERDAM
Maaskade, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
At the Maaskade, as a continuation of De Hef (railway lift bridge)
OMA was asked to design a city villa.
The typology of the house, right next to the river Maas is similar to the
houses you see on tugboats. Raised on a pillow to look over the ship
and have the best view.
A lift and staircase open up the house, which starts at 8.8 metres. The
plinth, on which the upstairs apartment rests, has a rough finishing.
It is located between the idyllic green, which continues from the
dike body downwards, with a reflecting ceiling which doubles the
monument of De Hef once again.
The space as created between the plinth and the current development
is an outside room. It has an unexpected view. A parking place is
hidden in the dike body, enclosed by a garage door covered with
green. A transparent box is placed on the solid T-shaped plinth. With
the more private spaces below, and the living room and kitchen at
the top floor, to be able to enjoy the best views. The roof terrace is
situated as a hidden hollow in the dunes, between a band of sea
buckthorn and dune grass.
The aim of the client is to make this house autarkical. Rainwater is
captured and stored. Solar panels and PV cells will be provided as
well a ground source heath pump.

G-STAR RAW
Highway, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
G-STAR RAW, the cool clothing company started growing so quickly
that they needed a building for all their employees in Amsterdam to
work together under one roof. They asked OMA to design this new
headquarter. Inside Outside, Petra Blaisse was asked to look at
design approaches that could add layers and meaning.
We suggested including the ‘making off’ process. Where does the
RAW material coming from? Who is harvesting the cotton? Where
was the yarn made? Who stitched the knot to those trousers?
By including the whole scope the whole making off process would be
made visible. The brand would get more meaningful, transparent and
honest. Appealing aspects to many people and specially the young
generation. It will enrich the architecture and will make people feel
more connected.

VILLA BONAIRE
Kralendijk, Bonaire, The Netherlands Antilles
The design of this house has specifically been tailored to the local
climate, which throughout the year is quite constant with temperatures
around 30 degrees and a mild cooling wind.
The lay-out consists of large floor surfaces in which five volumes
– kitchen, living with bedroom, guestroom, swimming pool and a
storage – are carefully fitted in. The kitchen is deepened as a result
of which the kitchen-working top is at ground level. If the panels with
slats are opened, the space offers an uninterrupted view and the
wind brings pleasant cooling in the house.
The construction of the roof surfaces consists of slender columns
placed in a grid of three meters. The staggering positioning of the roof
surfaces enables the cooling wind to blow in. Their slats provide for
shadow and climbing plants can grow over it. By these arrangements
the whole of the dwelling is aired in a natural way.

GROW YOUR OWN FOOD
NCP-Wadala, Mumbai, India
NCP-Wadala is an urban playground for innovation, experimentation
and creativity where we aim to make sustainability tangible, accessible
and fun. In this design concept we integrated greenhouses as part of
the total retail space with the intention that visitors would be able to
eat their food next to where it is grown.
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EARTH BLOCKS_MADE BY STUDENTS OF AMSTERDAM ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE

BUILDING WITH NATURE
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LAYERS OF EARTH AND SELF-HEALING CONCRETE

LAYER 14: EARTH BLOCKS F: 86%CLAY PLASTER, 14%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 13: EARTH BLOCKS E: 92%CLAY PLASTER, 8%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 12: EARTH BLOCKS D: 96%CLAY PLASTER, 4%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 11: EARTH BLOCKS C: 98%CLAY PLASTER, 2%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 10: EARTH BLOCKS B: 99%CLAY PLASTER, 1%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 09: EARTH BLOCKS A: 100%CLAY PLASTER, 0%LIME PLASTER

LAYER 08: ADOBE BLOCKS: 25%CLAY, 11%LOAM, 50%SAND, 25%SAND 0-4, STRAW MAX 15CM, WATER

LAYER 07: RAMMED EARTH BLOCKS: 24%CLAY, 31%AGGREGATE 0-7, 45%AGGREGATE 7-25 ,WATER

LAYER 06: ADOBE BLOCKS: 15%CLAY, 55%SAND, 30%SAND 0-4, STRAW MAX 15CM, WATER

LAYER 05: RAMMED EARTH BLOCKS: 11%CLAY, 15%SAND, 32%AGGREGATE 0-7, 42%AGGREGATE 7-25, WATER

LAYER 04: ADOBE BLOCKS: 30%CLAY, 50%SAND, 20%SAND 0-4, STRAW MAX 15CM, WATER

LAYER 03: RAMMED EARTH BLOCKS: 16%CLAY, 11% LOAM, 12%SAND, 25%AGGREGATE 0-7, 36%AGGREGATE 7-25 ,WATER

LAYER 02: SELF HEALING CONCRETE: 15%CEMENT, 65%BACTERIA AGGREGATE, 20%WATER

LAYER 01: SELF HEALING CONCRETE: 10%CEMENT, 75%BACTERIA AGGREGATE, 15%WATER

BUILDING WITH NATURE
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WORKING WITH DIFFERENT KIND OF SOIL

BUILDING WITH NATURE
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PRODUCING EARTH BLOCKS_ADOBE + RAMMED EARTH

BUILDING WITH NATURE
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CLOSE UP LIGHTING FIXTURE

LIGHTING FIXTURE
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LEFT OVERS FELT_STRING

LIGHTING FIXTURE
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CONNECTING 342 ASSEMBLED ELEMENTS TO 72 WIRES

PRODUCTION PROCESS_LEARNING BY DOING

LIGHTING FIXTURE
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OPENING ENVELOPES

INSTALLATION

LIGHTING FIXTURE
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STANDARD SIZE BIOBASED PANELS_NO WASTE_NO GLUE_ONLY SCREWS

FRAMEWORK_BRICK AS IDENTITY

FIXATE WITH SCREWS

ASSEMBLING LAYER_METAL

BRICKS WITH
INTEGRATED RECESS
TWO SCEENS

FRONT SIDE WATER
ELEVATION_ENGLISH BOND BRICK SCREEN_BIOBASE BOARD

ASSEMBLE WITH
STEEL STRIPS

STREET SIDE

STEEL STRIPS AT
THE BACK

BRICK WALL PANEL_BIOBASE BOA

FIXATE WITH SCREWS

VIEW FROM THE BACKSIDE

ASSEMBLING LAYER_METAL

BRICKS WITH
INTEGRATED RECESS

STEEL STRIPS AT
THE BACK

BRICK WALL PANEL_BIOBASE BOARD + (INVISIBLE) METAL ASSEMBLE AT THE BACK

VIEW FROM THE BACKSIDE

FRAMEWORK
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2. tree Abies Grandis

height 7.2m

1.
tree Prunes Serrulata
height 14.4m

3.
tree Prunes Serrulata
height 12.6m

6.

tree Catalpa Bignonioides
height 11.7m

4. tree Pinus Cembra Arve
5.
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tree Catalpa Bignonioides
height 13.0m

DEMOUNTABLE STRUCTURE _CIRCULAR SYSTEM

height 10.8m

14,4m

10,8m

4,0m

1.
4.
visual axis / section aa
12,6m
11,7m

4,0m

6.

3.
visual axis / section bb

13,0m

7,2m

4,0m

2.
visual axis / section cc
5.

FRAMED BY NATURE
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AUTARKIC HOUSE

CITY VILLA ROTTERDAM
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ENERGY RESOUCES:
SOLAR PANELS AND PV CELLS

ENERGY STORAGE:
ground source, cooling and heath pump

NATURAL VENTILATION:
OPENABLE WINDOWS/PANELS,

MECHANICAL VENTILATION:
ONLY WHEN NEEDED, BALANCED SYSTEM

MATERIAL USE:
THE FACADE SHELL IS MADE TO INSULATE
SO THE TEMPERATURE INSIDE THE HOUSE WILL BE CONSTANT
MATERIALS ARE SOURCED CLOSE TO ROTTERDAM
MATERIALS ARE ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY OR RECYCLABLE

RAIN WATER-RETENTION:
THE GREEN ROOF WILL CAPTURE THE WATER
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AUTARKIC HOUSE

THIS WILL BE USED FOR THE GREY WATER SYSTEM.

CITY VILLA ROTTERDAM
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G-STAR

TRANSFORM VISION

G-STAR

WE SEE MORE POTENTIAL TO INSPIRE WITH G-STARS OWN QUALITY

IDENTITY

IDENTITY

USE G-STAR PRODUCTS IN A DIFFERENT WAY (SCALE,
PUPOSE, USE, ETC),
LIKE
SHOWCASE
DOLL IN PRADA
CURTAIN MADE OF
COLLECTORSITEMS
OF G-STAR

LOOK DIFFERENT (LIKE AMO AT PRADA)

•

LOOK
(LIKE INSIDE
OUTSIDENEEDS
AT KNOTS
AND
TILES)
TO
THEDIFFERENT
OUTSIDE WORLD
THE IDENTITY
TO BE
VERY
CLEAR, INSIDE THE IDENTITY COULD BE MUCH WIDER
HOWMORE
DO WE
APPROACH MATERIAL
LIKE KNOWLEGDE
THIS EXAMPLE:
TACTILE
PRINTED
ON A TILE;
SO YOU
SEE THE
AND
INSPIRATIONAL.
GIVE MORE
ABOUT
THEKNOTS,
COMPANY
(NETWORK,
WHERE
IS G-STAR
OBJECT IN A DIFFENT
WAY.
WORLDWIDE,
HISTORY,
DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS, NY RAW COLLECTION)

HOW DO THEY WANT TO BE SEEN
ENLARGE YOUR BRAIN

EXPERIENCE IN 5 SECONDS, PASSING BY 140 M, DRIVING 100KM/H

•

brain/design

consumer

store

transport

needlework

IDENTITY KNOWLEDGE AND INSPIRATION IN HISTORY
DIAGRAM ABOUT G-STAR PRODUCTS
RANGE OF ALL THEIR JEANS, WITH PRESCRIPTION

NOW < > FUTURE
color and fabric

cottonsow

picker

transport

weaving

HOW DO YOU WANT TO BE SEEN (MIRROR)
HISTORY MUJI
HOW DO YOU WANT TO RAISE YOUR BRAIN? SHOULD THEY REFLECT ON THE WHOLE PICTURE? SHOULD THIS BE
VISUAL (COULD BE IN MANY WAYS) IN THE BUILDING, LIKE A PRESCRIPTION (COULD BE ABOUT TYPE OF WOOL,
WITH ICONS OF SHEEP PRODUCEING DIFFERENT KIND OF WOOL, LONGER, MORE STIFF, ETC) YOU COULD USE ALL
PARTS OF THE PRODUCTION PROCES AS INSPIRATION AND BRANDING STRATEGIE
NOW THE IDENTITY IS FOCUSED ON THE PART THAT TAKES PLACE IN THE WEST PART (FAMOUS MODELS, FAMOUS
PHOTOGRAPHER, NICE DESIGNED SHOPS) THE FUTURE IDENTITY AND INSPIRATION COULD BE FOCUSED MORE
ON THE PRODUCTION AND CRAFTMANSHIP IN THE ‘POORER’ PRODUCTION COUNTRIES. USE PRODUCTION CIRKEL
AS PART OF YOUR IDENTITY.

IO OMA

VISION
FOR

IO OMA

VISION
FOR
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IO OMA

VISION
FOR

INTEGRATE DAILY WORK AND SYSTEMS

G-STAR

ORIGIN PRODUCT

G-STAR

ORIGIN PRODUCT

IDENTITY
IDENTITY

RE-USE RAW

RE-USE RAW

IO OMA

VISION
FOR

IO OMA

VISION
FOR

G-STAR RAW
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NATURAL VENTILATION_LOCAL MATERIALS

VILLA BONAIRE
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INTEGRATED GREEN HOUSES IN RETAIL PLINTH_WATER STORAGE_RAMMED EARTH WALLS

GROW YOUR OWN FOOD
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BUILDING WITH NATURE
Marine Terrein, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Academy of Architecture Amsterdam I BC-Materials I TU-Delft I
Marineterrein Amsterdam I Living Lab AMS
Initiative and design: Marlies Boterman
Specialist BC-Materials Brussels: Bregt Hoppenbrouwers
Students:
Josef Ali, Kim Balken, Gijs van der Brug, Brenda Evink,
Daan Graveland, Valery van Heijst, Thijmen Hilhorst,
Sebastiaan Hosson, Rosa Jonkman, Lindi Kraan, Sanne Lam,
Demi Linde, Kaj Nieuwenhoff, Bente Wesselman, Sara Zuidema
Teachers: Marlies Boterman, Bregt Hoppenbrouwers
Special thanks:
Henk Jonkers, TU-DELFT
Oskam V/F
Pietro Degli Esposti, LEVS
Bo Jansen, Peter Schuitemaker, Martijn Troost, Makerspace
Design: September - November 2019
LIGHTING FIXTURE
Client: Olaf Lawerman, Company Webcast,
Design and build: Marlies Boterman
Start design: Januari 2014
Finished: March 2014
Special thanks:
Company Webcast, Lex, Liesbeth, Hans, Rob, Viktor, Henk, Ieme,
Maarten, Jeroen, Erik, Remko, Ifabrica, Vilta, Burger, Q-Cat,
Coors-Interieurbouw
FRAMEWORK
Haggerston Bridge, London, UK
Competition: Antipavilion 2019
Design: Marlies Boterman
FRAMED BY NATURE
Bethnal Green Gardens, London, UK
Competion: Sky Pavilion 2014
Design: Marlies Boterman
CITY VILLA ROTTERDAM
Maaskade, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Phase: SD - Buildingpermit
Client: private
Partner: Ellen van Loon
Associate: Chris van Duijn
projectleader: Marlies Boterman
projectteam: Laura Barr, Anu Garla, Nathalie Gozdziak, Sai Shu
Program: 300m2
Start design november 2012
Submission building permit: June 2013
VILLA BONAIRE
Kralendijk, Bonaire, The Netherlands Antilles
Client: prive
Architect: Hootsmans Architectuurbureau
Projectarchitect: Marlies Boterman
Projectteam: Aranza Torio
Building surface: 200 m2
Design: 2007 - 2008
-
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GROW YOUR OWN FOOD
NCP-Wadala, Mumbai, India
Client: The Lodha Group
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partners in charge: Lee Polisano, Karl Sharro
Projectarchitect Retail: Marlies Boterman
projectteam: Anil Tailor, Favia Moretti, Emily Simpson,
Dean Hedman, Bina Nikolova
Design: October - December 2018

WORK IN PROGRESS

INTRODUCTION
The projects in this chapter show most off my recent work while working
for PLP-Architecture. I have been privileged to work independently
with a lot of creative freedom mostly on interior projects.
In all projects I have been searching for a strong identity based on
the specific client. With their own character, materiality and layers.
For me it was a great experience to be able to research different
cultures, like Japan, and to integrate certain qualities and aspects like
local craftsmanship into the proposals.
Palimpsest is based on the imprint of time, revealing the structural
walls of a demolished church and a council building at the exact
location of this lobby. Probably the first time you enter the space you
will not even notice. The gesture is subtle, but in fact connects the
whole space and brings back history and meaning.
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PALIMPSEST
65 Davies Street, Mayfair, London, UK

the gentle sound of the falling water to have a calming effect on the
visitors to the space.The shape of the brass inserts in the floor refer
to the rippled patterns of traditional Japanese gardens.

How to create a timeless lobby interior? How to design one space,
adressing the taste and interests of six projectmanagers? To avoid
endless discussions about colour and furniture selection, this interior
concept is based on the historic context, as a Palimpsest.
PLP architecture is working on a new development for Grosvenor in
the heart of Mayfair, London. On this project I was assigned the task
of creating an original design for the lobby.
The Grosvenor development is replacing a British Council Building,
but during my research into the history of the area we discovered
that before that a church had also stood on this particular plot of
land. With this palimpsest in mind we based the principal design on
superimposing the traces of the earlier layers of architecture onto our
new building.
The structural walls of both the Church and the British Council
are traced as imprints on the Portland stone floor surface and the
bespoke rug. The traces are also expressed in the shapes of the
desk and the banquet seating. Where the floor pattern meets a wall
or a door, the palimpsest marks continue even as the materials of the
surface changes.
These are subtle details that might only be noticed at a closer look,
but which add to the continued experience of occupying or exploring
the space. We pursued this idea even further by incorporating into
the design also the ridge history of not only our plot of land, but
Mayfair as a whole.

MAIN LOBBY: This space was intended to be used to welcome
regular clients and a place for them to await their appointments.

ALL ABOUT THE WALL

Entering Muromachi Life Science lab our goal was for visitors to
experience a design where local Japanese craftmanship blends in
with the technology of the Science Lab.
Carefully detailed timber walls and fixed furniture represent the
components of the local tradition. This contrasts with the ceiling from
which hang technical glass tubes, filled with content that will function
as one large scientific library.
Transitions in space zones are clearly translated into material
changes. Laboratory spaces contain display windows that share the
latest inventions. However, activities undertaken inside the Science
Labs are confidential and therefore the walls are only transparent at
the very top, gradually becoming translucent further down towards
the floor. Daylight can still reach into the meeting rooms further inside
the building.
This space represents the ideology of Muromachi and important
clients are invited here experience the activities and expertise of the
company. Meeting rooms, gathering spaces, laboratories, displays
and open / closed workspaces all give an impression of Muromachi.

Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan
Two lobby’s, two design proposals, one strategy, the pixelated wall
design.
EXECUTIVE LOBBY: The main purpose of the executive lobby is for
company leaders to organise special client meetings.
Since the client Mitsui Fudosan Residential owns an extensive
collection of art of historic importance we decided to use this as a
starting point for the design of this interior space.
The painting ‘Pine Trees in Snow’ from Maruyama Ōkyo (1733-1795)
is printed with sprinkled gold on washi paper, rendering it’s colours
and texture exceptionally beautiful. The theme embraces the pine
tree as a celebration of nature and fortune, the evergreen hues
symbolise longevity and snow is a symbol of purity. In addition to
the art collection Mitsui Fudosan Residential is also the owner of a
sustainably managed pine forest.
We took inspiration from the historic ceramic Shino tea bowl. This
is traditional Japanese pottery from the16th century, but to this day
the use of shino glaze is still widely used, both in Japan and abroad.
The glaze, composed primarily of ground local feldspar and a small
amount of local clay, produces a satiny white color. It was the first
white glaze used in Japanese ceramics.
By emphasising the wall’s uninterrupted design it becomes the main
identity of the space. Referring to the artistic and historic elements
associated with Mitsui Fudosan Residential, the ‘Pine Trees in Snow’
and the Shino ceramics are featured in the pixilated design of the
background.
For the ceramic tiles we chose to use local clay and feldspar identical
to those used in the 17th century. From a distance your eye will
recognise the painting by Maruyama Ōkyo.
Additionally, the idea was to engrave the tiles with facts about
the company that people would gradually discover as they look
closer. One surface could for instance contain the names of other
prominent buildings developed by Mitsui Fudosan Residential,
another the names of employees and craftspeople associated with
those buildings. The tiles would be produced with local ceramists to
embrace their skills with the local materials and to stimulate the crafts
in the region. The doors leading to the meeting rooms beyond are
part of the continuous pattern and are meant to seamlessly blend
in with the wall. Lobby hosts will be on hand to guide clients to the
rooms where they have appointments.
Since the existing space does not offer daylight, we have instead
included other natural elements to lend the space a more organic feel.
The water fountain at the entrance refers to the traditional Japanese
ritual of purifying oneself when entering a building. We also intended

For the lobby we were asked not only to incorporate the logo of Mitsui
Fudosan Residential into the space, but also to use wood from their
pine tree forest in the design.
By deconstructing the design of the original logo, interesting shapes
appeared and we aimed to incorporate many of those lines into the
patterns on the wall and the bespoke furniture.
To keep both lobbies within the same style, we continued the strategy
with the pixelated wall design in the Main Lobby. The timber elements
should be sourced from the sustainable pine tree forest owned by
Mitsui Fudosan. These will appear as a layer on top of the painted
logo patterns. The timber elements themselves could also contain
more detailed information, eg. by 2D laser engraving abstract logos
of the developments of Mitsui Fudosan Residential. Similar to the
executive lobby we introduced a water fountain at the entrance and
the rippled patterns of traditional Japanese gardens as floor inlays.

SCIENCE & CRAFTSMANSHIP
Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan

BANKING AND MORE

Legenda Business Centre, Moskow, Russia
The primary concept of SBERBANK NEW STYLE OFFICE is
neither steel nor glass, but our perception, our curiosity, and our
desire to interact with the world around us. By subtly manipulating
our environment in unexpected ways, this space provokes us to see
differently, to question our assumptions, and to redraw our mental
picture of the world. To engage in a process of discovery. The real
subject is not the object but the viewer.
A transformation from traditional banking to a diversified ecosystem.
We won this competition. This design will implicate identity style
changes to 14.000 Sberbank offices all over the world.

FIRST CLASS LOUNGE
Heathrow Airport, London, UK
The Quatar Airways Check-in facility is situated at Heathrow Airport
Terminal 4. This project aims to redesign the current check-in area
and be a representation of the Quatar Airways signature service.
The translucent wall dividers, made with distinctive glass tubes, will
partition the check-in area, but still giving the space an accessible
and radiant feel.
The semi-transparency of the glass tubes is designed to create subtle
reflections as it reacts to changes in light and colours as people move
around on the opposite side. The table stands and lights will be made
from the same material. The poured terrazzo floor with brass inlay
are meant to create a natural divide, which indicates the entry into
the first class area.
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PROJECT INFORMATION

PALIMPSEST
65 Davies Street, Mayfair, London, UK
Client: Grosvenor
Project managment: Blackburn & Co:
Lydia Morrow, Don Findlater
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partner: Ron Bakker
Project leader overall building: Daniele Diana
Design lobby: Marlies Boterman
Team:, Charline Lalanne
Modelmakers PLP: Ray Allen, Jeremy Felson
CGR PLP: Luke Goodwin
Design: Januari 2019 - October 2019
Program: Lobby
Area: 250 m2
Estimated execution: Februari 2021
ALL ABOUT THE WALL
Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan
Client: Mitsui Fudosan Residential
Architect: PLP Architecture
Parter: Midori Ainoura
Project architect: Marlies Boterman
Project team: Wei Guo, Xin Hu, Adam Rzeszotalski
CGR: Wire Collective
Program: executive lobby, main lobby, meeting rooms
Area: 400 m2
Design: April 2018
SCIENCE & CRAFTSMANSHIP
Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan
Client: Muromachi
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partner: Midori Ainoura
Design team: Marlies Boterman, Sergy Yushchenko
CGR: Wire Collective
Program: office, meeting rooms, gathering space, laboratories,
display, workplaces
Area: 2.000 m2,
Design: March - April 2018
BANKING AND MORE
Legenda Business Centre, Moscow, Russia
Client: Sberbank
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partner: Lee Polisano
Projectleader: Marlies Boterman
Team: Claudia Scappini
Modelmakers PLP: Ray Allen, Jeremy Felson
CGR: Minmud: Joshua Newman, Aytan Hassan
CGR PLP: Richard Woolsgrove, Luke Goodwin, Ashley Josephs
Co-architect: Citymakers Petr Kudryavtsev
Program: flagship store to be finished: June 2020,
new indentity 14.000 stores worldwide
Area: 350 m2
Competition: June 2019 - August 2019 (winning design)
FIRST CLASS LOUNGE
Heatrow Airport, London, UK
Client: Quatar Airways
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partner: Alessandra Luzzatto
Design: Marlies Boterman
CGR PLP: Ashley Josephs
Glass tubes: Schott Glass - Klaas Roelfsema
Program: Airport lounge, with back of house
Area: 500 m2
Design: Januari - March 2019
Estimated execution: Februari 2020

INSTALLATIONS

INTRODUCTION
The special opportunity came along while working for PLPArchitecture where I was asked to design an art installation in the
lobby of The Embassy Gardens.
By presenting my own work as a reference, we were selected. I
developed the concepts and the design for this installation.
The idea for ULYSSES IN LOCAL CERAMIC started off with the
desire to work with a local material. The extension of the Northern
line from Kennington to Battersea in South West London was in
process of construction. I arranged to collect 20 large bags of pure
clay excavated from around 20 meters underground, just around the
corner of the site. The colour of this clay was dark brow. After bisque
firing it in the kiln it turned bright red. Unfortunately the client was not
as enthusiastic about the material. The preference was to use a more
glamorous material.
The idea to use Ulysses from James Joyce came from Roger Black,
the creative director of Ballymore. Not only is Ulysses one of the most
famous books of Irish literature. Penguin Random House, the main
tenant of the building, also publishes the book.
All chapters are written in a complete different style. I discovered by
extracting the chapters into single sentences the book could also be
expressed in a visual/graphic story.
For the second option THE SHAPE OF BRICKS the identity of
brickwork was the starting point. For ages this material has shaped
the facades of London buildings. An unconscious scenery of peoples
daily lives. If only these walls could talk... To unravel the two different
components of these walls, into the mortar and the stones, people
will be encouraged to reflect on what they see.
With this idea in mind I designed three proposals. Millimetre, the
company who made the installation, were involved from the very
beginning. They made beautiful mock-ups as included in this
document. The installation was completed just around the time I
finished this document. Final pictures are not yet there.
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ULYSSES IN LOCAL CERAMIC
The Embassy Gardens, Vauxhaull, London, UK
Art Installation (not executed)
Clay:
This proposal reflects on the roots of the client, who began their
journey in the brick industry. Bricks are made of clay, the main
geology of London. After excavating local clay from the building site
and then firing it in a kiln, the local clay came out red. This is the
same color as many historic brick buildings in London, like the Sloane
Square developments. To integrate the identity of both the owner of
the company and the location, we chose to use local clay to create
the bespoke ceramic elements.
James Joyce:
The main tenants in the One Embassy Gardens building are
publishers, Penguin Random House renting most floors, as well
as having their own dedicated entrance area, adjacent to this
installation. Using text from one of their most influential authors on
their roster James Joyce with the book Ulysses seemed an appealing
idea. The installation creates a link to the London geology and
history. By choosing an famous Irish writer it also creates a link to
the owner of Ballymore, Sean Mulryan, and his Irish heritage. It could
be an inspirational object for the people who use the building daily.
It creates a graphical display of the book Ulysses. The viewer has to
actively engage with the installation by rotating the disks to be able to
read the full sentence. Different story lines can be included.

THE SHAPE OF BRICKS
The Embassy Gardens, Vauxhaull, London, UK
Art Installation (will be finished December 2019)
Brickwork in its natural graphic appearance is part of an important
identity of London and the history of the Vauxhall area.
The sculpture looks back at the roots of the clients, who began their
journey in the brick industry. As an abstract take on the brick wall, a
bronze cast of mortar has become a self supporting mesh with an
eco-resin block of mortarless bricks inside.THE SHAPE OF BRICKS
As you can see three options were tested, all with the same concept
but in a different material. This object will seperate the two lobby
entrances and takes away the direct view (eco-resin object) to protect
privacy. In the evening the eco-resin block will subtily light up. During
the day, sunlight will create shadows and you can see in interesting
dialoge between the mesh of the bronze cast of mortar and the semitransparent brickwork blocks inside.
Right from the beginning Millimetre was asked to join this project. We
developed all details in close collaboration .
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LOCAL CLAY ESCAVATED FROM THE VAUXHALL AREA

CLAY COLOURS RED AFTER FIRING

+
ULYSSES IN LOCAL CERAMIC
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ULYSSES
by James Joyce
ULYSSES
I

by James Joyce
I
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an ancient Greek!
He pointed his finger in friendly jest and went over to
the parapet, laughing to himself. Stephen Dedalus stepped
up, followed him wearily halfway and sat down on the
edge of the gunrest, watching him still as he propped his
mirror on the parapet, dipped the brush in the bowl and
lathered cheeks and neck.
Buck Mulligan’s gay voice went on.
—My name is absurd too: Malachi Mulligan, two
dactyls. But it has a Hellenic ring, hasn’t it? Tripping and
sunny like the buck himself. We must go to Athens. Will
you come if I can get the aunt to fork out twenty quid?
He laid the brush aside and, laughing with delight,
cried:
—Will he come? The jejune jesuit!
Ceasing, he began to shave with care.
—Tell me, Mulligan, Stephen said quietly.
—Yes, my love?
—How long is Haines going to stay in this tower?
Buck Mulligan showed a shaven cheek over his right
shoulder.
—God, isn’t he dreadful? he said frankly. A ponderous
Saxon. He thinks you’re not a gentleman. God, these
bloody English! Bursting with money and indigestion.
Because he comes from Oxford. You know, Dedalus, you
have the real Oxford manner. He can’t make you out. O,
my name for you is the best: Kinch, the knife-blade.
He shaved warily over his chin.
—He was raving all night about a black panther,
Stephen said. Where is his guncase?
—A woful lunatic! Mulligan said. Were you in a funk?
—I was, Stephen said with energy and growing fear.
Out here in the dark with a man I don’t know raving and
moaning to himself about shooting a black panther. You
saved men from drowning. I’m not a hero, however. If he
stays on here I am off.
Buck Mulligan frowned at the lather on his razorblade.
He hopped down from his perch and began to search his
trouser pockets hastily.
—Scutter! he cried thickly.
He came over to the gunrest and, thrusting a hand into
Stephen’s upper pocket, said:
—Lend us a loan of your noserag to wipe my razor.
Stephen suffered him to pull out and hold up on show
by its corner a dirty crumpled handkerchief. Buck
Mulligan wiped the razorblade neatly. Then, gazing over
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ULYSSES IN LOCAL CERAMIC
The Embassy Gardens, Vauxhall, London, UK
Client: Ballymore; Sean Mulryan, John Mulryan, Roger Black
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partner in charge: Karl Sharro
Design+Concept: Marlies Boterman
Modelmaker PLP: Ray Allen
Period: June - August 2018
SHAPE OF BRICKS
The Embassy Gardens, Vauxhall, London, UK
Client: Ballymore; Sean Mulryan, John Mulryan, David Morris
Architect: PLP Architecture
Partners in charge: Karl Sharro, Wayne McKiernan
Design +Concept: Marlies Boterman
Modelshop PLP: Roberto Sardone
Structural design: Structure Workshop
Partner in charge: Peter Laider
Execution: Millimetre
Parter in charge: Karn Sandilands
team: Dave Hammond, Nick Spice, Raymond Duffield, Danny
Maddock, Alex Peter, Helix Schorkon
Design: September 2018 - November 2019 finished
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